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El Gato reviews Beyonce and Rihanna concerts
by Danika Lyle and Camille Fowler
Humor and Web Editors

On May 6 and 16, two El Gato editors saw the
live tours of two of the biggest divas in pop music:
Rihanna and Beyoncé. Amongst hectic preparation
for APs and finals, these El Gatans took some time to
review these spectacular performances.
Rihanna: Some people get
sweaty and gross after performing 25 songs with harsh spotlights, choreography, and costume
changes, and some people are
Rihanna. The immediate takeaway I had from that concert
was “dang, Rihanna is beautiful.” The second is that Rihanna’s live presence and vocal ability have improved exponentially
throughout her years, and this was
one of the best live performances I
have seen from her.
The concert itself featured a
sparsely decorated stage with
a small band and a couple
of dancers, but that hardly

detracted from the performance. Each dancer had
the chance to show off throughout the performance,
and each delivered. The lighting almost stole the
show at some points, perfectly complementing
each song from a soft spotlight for Stay to energetic strobe lights for All of the Lights. Rihanna’s
presence and choreography in the Anti World Tour
was quite different from that of previous tours
like Diamonds and Last Girl on Earth. In earlier
tours, Rihanna focused on somewhat intense
choreography and showmanship, whereas
at the Anti World Tour, Ri brought a
much more relaxed, true-to-herself feel.
Although I was skeptical about the set
list at first, it proved to be a perfect
combo of throwbacks and new songs.
Incorporating acoustic slow jams,
heavy remixes, and plenty of variety
in this concert made the Anti World
Tour an unforgettable evening and
a great way to forget about AP tests.
Beyoncé: On May 17, the Bay Area
experienced a magnificent phenomenon when Queen Bey herself graced
Levi Stadium for the second time in

Artists release new albums
by Charlotte Pla
World Editor

2016 hit like a culture storm with releases
from big-name artists like Rihanna, Chance The
Rapper, Drake, and Beyoncé. Instead of making you
subscribe to Tidal, Apple Music, or Spotify, here is
a review of 2016’s newest drops and what to expect
from them.
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Lemonade: The queen has done it again;
Beyoncé affirmed her title with her new album Lemonade. The album centers on husband Jay Z’s affair
with a woman Beyoncé refers to as “Becky with the
good hair.” The 12 track album is accompanied by an
hour long visual album in which Beyoncé performs
each of her new songs and incorporates lines from
famous poetry in between each track.
The 12 songs feature lots of genre diversity.
Daddy Lessons, a song about the advice Beyoncé’s
father gave to her before he died, qualifies as country, but nobody was complaining about the artist’s
unexpected dabble with the western sound. Additionally, a ballad titled Sandcastles features Beyoncé
crooning over a lover (conspiracies point to Jay Z)
she left. Though the queen’s album features many
different sounds, she stuck to her hip hop roots with

songs like Freedom and 6 Inch (feat. The Weeknd).
The visual album is a work of art in itself; each
music video is extraordinarily directed and produced, and unique. In the visual album, Beyoncé
promotes the Black Lives Matter movement and
quotes 1960s civil rights activist Malcolm X, saying,
“The most disrespected person in America is the
black woman. The most unprotected person in
America is the black woman. The most neglected
person in America is the black woman.” Beyoncé
knew that her album would receive lots of attention,
so she made it a platform to advocate her beliefs.
Views: It’s hard to turn on the radio and avoid
the song One Dance by Drake. One Dance is a track
from his new album, Views, which dropped in late
April of this year.
On his new album, Drake is heard singing much
more than he has on his previous albums. The artist
has talked about his love of rap, but also voiced that
he is preparing to move in a more vocally challenging direction. As evidenced by One Dance, Drake has
a lot of success to reap from singing.
Aside from One Dance’s success, the album
itself did not do as well as expected. It parallels
Drake’s other releases and eventually blends into
“another rap album.” Therefore the album’s success
can mainly be attributed to features by Rihanna,
PARTYNEXTDOOR, Future, Wiz Kid, and artists alike.
Too Good, the song featuring Rihanna, stands
out from the other tracks on the album for its unique
sound and the fact that it features a female artist.
The rest of the tracks either feature other male rap
artists or Drake, which contributes to the album’s
sound being dubbed “expected” or “predictable.”
The album didn’t tarnish Drake’s reputation as a
great rapper, but it did receive mixed reviews.
Both of these highly anticipated albums helped
declare 2016 a memorable year for music and innovative advancements in music. Be sure to listen to
Lemonade and Views in anticipation for what new
albums 2016 has in store.

one season. In February, she debuted her smashBeyoncé not only played songs from Lemonade,
hit single “Formation” at Super Bowl 50 alongside
but also hits such as Drunk in Love and Partition.
her iconic dancers.
Most of the numbers were remixed with others and
Beyoncé had already announced the coming of
saturated with heavy vibrations and beats that
the Formation World Tour when her visual album
shook the entire stadium. In the middle of the set,
Lemonade dropped, and every ticket-holding
Beyoncé seized the crowd by belting out fan favorite
fan’s heart melted. When the time came to
All Night and afterwards 1+1. Then Beyoncé
make the journey to Levi Stadium, all
expressed her respect for the late Prince by
of Beyoncé’s Bay Area fans rushed to
singing heartfelt a cover of The Beautiful
the ticket checkpoint. The opener
Ones, and afterwards the speakers played
for the show was DJ Khaled, who
Purple Rain as the screens turned purple.
played songs like I’m On One and
The show began to come to a close
All I Do Is Win. After, there was
as Beyoncé performed Freedom while
a long break to change the set
splashing in a pool of water at the end
and prepare the stadium for the
of the catwalk. Fans sang along with
arrival of the Queen.
Beyoncé during the closing number,
At nine o’clock, the colosHalo from her 2008 album I Am Sasha
sal screens behind the stage lit
Fierce. As she exited the stage, the roar
up and began to play a bass-filled,
of the crowd filled the arena to show
Illuminati-esque roar while flashing
the Bay Area’s overwhelming love for
images of Beyoncé. The crowd had
Queen Bey.
a heart attack as Beyoncé and her
Whether you choose Queen Bey
posse ascended the stage wearor bad girl Riri, these two divas are
ing wide-brim hats as Formation
sure to impress and deliver amazing
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played. Throughout the night,
performances not to be missed.

Summer TV approaches
by Sarah Sullivan
Culture Editor

As AP testing draws to a close, finals
approach, and summer vacation is almost within
grasp, every student wants to just relax and
binge watch television to forget the mess that
was second semester. Once you’ve exhausted all
your reruns on Netflix, check out these exciting new TV shows hitting the air this summer.
The Bachelorette: For those in search of a
drama-packed reality show, or are simply seeking consolation after Jojo Fletcher’s loss, tune
into ABC on Monday, May 23, for the season 12
premiere. This season’s contestants include a
firefighter, former professional quarterback, a
veteran of the Afghan war, and a single dad of
three boys. Don’t miss this year’s formulaic yet
highly entertaining drama as 25 available men
vie for Fletcher’s heart.
Orange is the New Black: Acclaimed by fans
and critics alike, Netflix’s original comedy series
will return for season four as Piper Chapman and
her fellow inmates at Litchfield Penitentiary
face new obstacles and drama. As foreshadowed
at the end of season three, OitNB will feature
many new characters in the upcoming season.
So far, only actress Jolene Purdy has been
announced as a new cast member in a recurring
role. Orange is the New Black will premiere on
Netflix on June 17.
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Stranger Things: Hopefully following in the
footsteps of Netflix’s numerous successful originals like Orange is the New Black, Stranger Things
will star acclaimed 90s actress Winona Ryder in
the lead role in the supernatural drama set in
1980s Indiana. Although Netflix has released few
details about the upcoming show, the eight episode series will follow the paranormal activities
following the vanishing of a young boy into thin
air. Directed by brothers Matt and Ross Duffer,
Stranger Things will debut on Netflix on July 15.
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O.J.: Made In America: For crime anthology
lovers or those seeking a nonfiction thriller, O.J.:
Made In America is the perfect fit. Public interest
in the O.J. Simpson murder case has skyrocketed
in the past few months following the popularity
of FX’s The People v. O.J., and Made In America
serves to fill in the gaps left unanswered in
the former’s dramatic interpretation. Made In
America will extensively explore Simpson and his
roots, as well as his relationship with Los Angeles. The five-part documentary will premiere on
June 11 on ABC, and will be continued by ESPN
as part of their “30 for 30” series.
(Sources: Cinema Blend, Time Magazine, Bustle
Magazine, ABC, Wikipedia)

Hamilton dominates the Tony Award nominations
by Jessica Blough
Center Editor

On May 3, the American Theatre Wing released
the nominations for the
2016 Tony Awards. Established in 1947, the Tonys
seek to honor extraordinary plays and musicals
on Broadway in categories
like Best Performance by
an Actor, Best Director,
and Best Scenic Design.
This year, the Tony Awards will air on June 12.
The 2016 Tonys earned the nickname “Hamiltonys” shortly after the nominations were released,
as the musical Hamilton made history for the most
Tony nominations for one show. The hip-hop musical about the founding fathers gathered a total of
16 nominations, including a double nomination for
Best Performance by an Actor in a Leading Role in
a Musical and a triple nomination for Best Perfor-

mance by an Actor in a
Featured Role in a Musical. The writer and leading man of the musical
sensation, Lin-Manuel
Miranda, received three
nominations, for Best
Book of a Musical, Best
Original Score Written
for the Theatre, and Best
Performance by an Actor
courtesy wikimedia commons
in a Leading Role in a
Musical. Other notable
nominations for Hamilton include Best Musical,
Phillipa Soo for Best Performance by an Actress
in a Leading Role in a Musical, and Renee Elise
Goldsberry for Best Performance by an Actress in
a Featured Role in a Musical. However, due to its
double and triple nominations, Hamilton would have
to win an award in every category it is nominated
in to break the record for most Tony wins.
For Best Play, Eclipsed, The Father, The Humans,

and King Charles III each received a nomination.
Lupita Nyong’o, who stars in Eclipsed and
received a nomination for her role, won the
Oscar for Best Actress in a Leading Role for
12 Years A Slave in 2013. For Best Musical,
the American Theatre Wing nominated Bright
Star; Hamilton; School of Rock - The Musical;
Shuffle Along, Or The Making of the Musical
Sensation of 1921 and All That Followed;
and Waitress. School of Rock - The Musical
stars Saratoga native Alex Brightman, who
began his theatre
career at Children’s
Musical Theatre San
Jose. This is 28-year-old
Brightman’s first Broadway
lead and his first Tony nomination. School of Rock - The Musical is produced by Andrew Lloyd
Webber, who created other famous
shows like Cats and Phantom of
the Opera. Arthur Miller’s The

Crucible, Arthur Miller’s A View from the Bridge,
Blackbird, Long Day’s Journey Into Night, and
Noises Off each gained a nomination for Best
Revival of a Play. The Color Purple, Fiddler on
the Roof, She Loves Me, and Spring Awakening
are nominated for Best Revival of a Musical.
In the same year when #OscarsSoWhite trended, the American Theatre Wing
nominated 14 people of color for a total of
40 Tony Awards. The racial diversity is due
to the success of several shows prominently
starring people of color,
including Best Play or
Best Musical nominees
Hamilton, Shuffle Along,
Eclipsed, and The Color Purple.
Additionally, the musical revival of
Spring Awakening features deaf actors
and an actress in a wheelchair.
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The annual Tony Awards air at
lliv
an
8pm on June 12 on CBS.
(Sources: Tony Awards, NY Times)

